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Abstract: Modeling and simulation of metal cutting processes has the ability to improve the design of cutting tools and select
optimum parameters for advanced applications such as high-speed milling (Kuo et al., 2006). This study analyzes the
machining parameters for the superalloy, Inconel 718. Pieces of Inconel 718 will be deformed plastically as a consequence of
the machining process applied. Machining operations with superalloys can be problematic due to the characteristics of the
material. In addition, traditional techniques for machining common alloys are wrongly applied instead of using the correct
machining techniques for superalloys.
The present work aims to implement an experimental design in order to obtain relevant information related to the
machining efficiency of Inconel 718, and consequential wear on the cutting tool (Fang et al., 2013). In this study a predictive
model will be created by analyzing different parameters for machining operation, as well as different diameters of the tools
that provide data for process information.
Parameters under study for this research include speed, feed and depth of the cutting process during machining.
Analyzed results include the tool wear (Fang et al., 2011), as well as the roughness of the surface of the work piece. Also,
other representative variables will be considered that are affected by the machining process.
Registered data and results of the tests will allow for the creation of a statistical regression model and will contribute
to improve the machining process of Inconel 718 (Thakur et al., 2009). In addition, a reduction in the wear of the tool during
the process will be achieved with consideration to all variables related in the machining process that could affect the final
efficiency.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, superalloys have reached relevant importance in industry and in the case of aerospace industry, the
amount of experimentation has grown considerably in recent years. The machining of parts for this kind of industry is very
important, because the materials are exposed to extreme conditions under daily operations therefore the resistance to those
conditions have became key aspect in aerospace industry. Superalloys can resist most extreme required conditions in the
aerospace industry. The most representative case is the material Inconel 718 that have became a material with high demand
for its excellent mechanical properties for this reason exists an special interest in the study of this material.
Inconel 718 is a nickel-base superalloy with excellent properties such as high oxidation resistance, excellent
corrosion resistance even at high temperatures and it keeps high strength under these conditions, thus the Inconel 718 has
been widely used for many applications such as aircraft gas turbines, reciprocating engines, metal processing, spacecraft, and
nuclear power plants, etc.

2. Literature Review
Inconel 718 is a recently-developed superalloy produced by precipitation hardening in the coherent phase, and
includes other dissolved elements for strengthening. High-speed feeding is better than low speed feeding for cutting Inconel
718. This is due to the fact that temperature increases rapidly in the shear and ploughing sections for low speed feeding, thus
making a Ni-based material suffer from rapid hardening precipitation and producing a bigger cutting constant (Kuo et al.,
2006). Superalloy Inconel 718 is widely used for many industrial applications due to its unique properties. However,
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